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Abstract—This paper presents an asynchronous mixed-signal
WTA-LTA circuit conceived to carry out local minimum-
maximum indexing in massively parallel image processing arrays.
The hardware is focused on energy-efficient operation. We
describe a realization for the standard CMOS base process of
a commercial 3-D TSV stack featuring a power consumption of
only 20pW per elementary cell at 30fps. The proposed block
is also capable of resolving small voltage differences without
requiring any external reference. This leads to a hit percentage
greater than 90% even when taking into account global process
variations and mismatch conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Winner-Take-All (WTA) and Loser-Take-All (LTA) circuits
constitute basic building blocks for the hardware implementa-
tion of theoretical frameworks as dissimilar as neural networks
[1], image analysis [2], [3] or signal rectification [4]. These
blocks evaluate the highest — WTA — and lowest — LTA
— values among a set of inputs. In particular, with regard to
image analysis, the WTA and LTA blocks enable the extraction
of the local maxima and minima, respectively, across an image.
This extraction is suitable for massively parallel operation
since the output corresponding to each pixel is independent
from the outputs associated with the rest of pixels. A usual
approach to address such parallel operation is SIMD-based
focal-plane sensing-processing [5]. In this case, a minimum-
maximum circuit per pixel is required in order to concurrently
compare each pixel value with its neighborhood. The resulting
fine-grained lattice demands an area- and power-efficient block
realization in order to make up high-resolution processing
arrays. Indeed, energy efficiency becomes crucial in 3-D IC
technologies [6]. 3-D sensing-processing stacks comprise a
top sensor layer followed by vertically interconnected layers
exclusively dedicated to processing. This structure enables to
improve the spatial resolution when compared to planar imple-
mentations by increasing the number of elementary processing
blocks. But this is obviously achieved at the cost of increasing
the power consumption too. The design of ultra-low-power
building blocks is therefore mandatory in order to exploit
the additional computational capabilities provided by vertical
integration without shooting up the energy required.
There are two main approaches when it comes to imple-
menting WTA-LTA circuits. The first approach is based on
the principle of the current conveyor, with certain variations
depending on the particular realization considered [7]–[9].
The operation is supported by a set of identical cells, driven
by the corresponding voltage or current input signals, which
are interconnected through a common source current. As a
result of the concurrent competition among the cells, only one
of them, the winner (WTA) or the loser (LTA), will remain
active. The second approach does not carry out a concurrent
interaction among all the inputs involved. Instead, a binary tree
topology is deployed [10], [11]. The input signals are grouped
by pairs. For each pair, there will be only one signal that will
compete at the next layer of the tree. Eventually, the winner or
loser among all the inputs initially considered will be obtained.
There are also intermediate solutions between current conveyor
and binary tree approaches [12]. To the best of our knowledge,
all the WTA-LTA blocks reported so far require DC currents
of at least several microamps to perform local extrema ex-
traction from nine inputs — this number corresponds to a
3×3 neighborhood in pixel-level image analysis. While such
static consumption is affordable for a reduced number of
elementary processing cells, high-resolution arrays demand
an extremely high power consumption. For example, a VGA-
resolution processing grid means ∼307k blocks. Considering a
DC current of only 1µA per block and a 1.5V standard CMOS
process, the total power consumption associated exclusively
with the static operation would amount to about 0.46W.
In this paper, a completely different approach for the VLSI
implementation of WTA-LTA blocks is presented. It is based
on a voltage-mode asynchronous circuit featuring no external
biasing and no static consumption, apart from the unavoidable
leakage. The complexity of the hardware is linear, O(n),
requiring only four additional transistors for each additional
input. As an example, we describe the design realized for
the 0.13µm 1.5V standard CMOS base process of the 3-D
TSV stack commercialized by Tezzaron Semiconductor. A
pessimistic estimation of the dynamic power consumption for
such design, assuming a typical frame rate of 30fps, leads to
around 20pW per block, what in turn leads to about 6µW
for a VGA-resolution processing array. This estimation is
extracted from the simulation results described next and from
the power consumption figures of the standard logic cells of
the technology provided by the manufacturer.
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Fig. 1. General schematic of the proposed WTA-LTA block (a) and a particular realization for the Tezzaron/Globalfoundries CMOS process (b).
II. ELEMENTARY WTA-LTA CELL
The proposed WTA-LTA circuit is depicted in Fig. 1(a).
The operation is governed by a single global signal, ‘CTRL’,
with loose timing requirements. It must be first set lo logic
‘0’ during a certain time interval in order to precharge the
capacitor Cd to VDD. Then, it switches to logic ‘1’, and
from that instant on, the circuit performs the extraction of
the corresponding local extremum asynchronously. Notice that
when ‘CTRL’ switches to logic ‘1’, the discharge of Cd
through the pixel-dependent current source is enabled. A key
point is that this current source must depend monotonically on
the local pixel value, represented by the voltage Vpxij . Thus,
the larger Vpxij , the larger the current I provided by the source
and therefore the faster the discharge of Cd. Consequently,
the time instant tc at which Vdij reaches the input threshold
voltage of the first inverter will ultimately depend on the
local pixel value. That time instant is known by the neighbors
through the switching of the voltage Voij from logic ‘1’
to logic ‘0’. Likewise, the cell under consideration receives
this temporal information from each of its eight neighbors
through the switching of the corresponding voltage Vokl . These
voltages constitute the inputs for a NOR and a NAND gate. Let
us now describe the ideal operation of the circuit. The NOR
gate is associated with the extraction of the local minimum.
Just before ‘CTRL’ switches from ‘0’ to ‘1’, its output is ‘0’
since all the inputs have been set to ‘1’. As the discharge
at the neighbor cells evolves, the inputs will be progressively
switching to ‘0’. Eventually, the last one will switch, switching
in turn the output of the NOR gate to ‘1’. At that time instant,
let us call it tm, the input of the positive-edge triggered flip-
flop will be latched — we are assuming that ‘EN EX’ was
previously set to ‘1’. This input corresponds to Voij . If this
voltage still remains ‘1’ at tm, the discharge of Cd is the
slowest when compared to its neighbors, that is, the pixel
value Vpxij is the minimum. It will be represented by a logic
‘1’ latched at Vmij . On the other hand, if Voij switched to
‘0’ before tm, the discharge of Vdij is not the slowest. This
fact is indicated by a logic ‘0’ latched at Vmij . The NAND
gate is similarly associated with the extraction of the local
maximum. In this case, the switching to ‘0’ of only one of its
inputs determines the time instant tM at which Voij is latched
— ‘EN EX’ had to be previously set to ‘0’. If Voij remains
‘1’ at tM , it can be concluded that the discharge of Cd is not
the fastest among its neighbors and therefore Vpxij is not the
maximum. However, if Voij switched to ‘0’ before tM , the
discharge is then the fastest, being Vpxij the maximum. This
is represented by a logic ‘1’ at VMij .
The design of the block just described for the Tez-
zaron/Globalfoundries CMOS process is depicted in Fig. 1(b).
We make use of standard logic cells of the technology. The
implementation of the current source is carried out by a single
nMOS driven by Vpxij . Notice that its drain voltage is always
swept in the same way, no matter the pixel voltage considered.
In such conditions, the inherent physics of the transistor makes
sure a monotonically increasing dependance of the drain cur-
rent with Vpxij . Notice also that, in order to achieve low-power
operation, this MOSFET must be adequately sized according
to the signal range chosen. Otherwise, low pixel voltages could
generate too low drain currents, thereby slowing down the
discharge. This in turn could cause high power consumption
during the — consequently long — time interval in which
Vdij is around the threshold voltage of the first inverter. The
signal range for the pixels is [0.75V,1.5V]. The lower limit
could be extended, but we constrain ourselves to this range
for compatibility with other functional blocks already designed
for this technology [13]. For the sake of a better visualization,
simulation results for only three cells interconnected are shown
in Fig. 2. The representations along the first row constitute an
example of extraction of the maximum for pixel values of
Vpx1 = 0.75V , Vpx2 = 1.125V and Vpx3 = 1.5V . It can be
first seen how the precharge and subsequent discharge of the
capacitors take place, then the signals mutually provided by
Precharge and subsequent discharge Inverter stage output Extraction of the maximum
Precharge and subsequent discharge Inverter stage output Extraction of the minimum
Fig. 2. Simulation results for three interconnected elementary cells and two different sets of input voltages. First row: extraction of the maximum for
Vpx1 = 0.75V , Vpx2 = 1.125V , Vpx3 = 1.5V . Second row: extraction of the minimum for Vpx1 = 1.496V , Vpx2 = 1.498V , Vpx3 = 1.5V
the cells are depicted and finally the resulting output voltages
are shown. The straight line crossing the first two diagrams
corresponds to the input threshold voltage of a standard logic
gate. The time required to carry out the operation is about
215ns. The second row is an example of extraction of the
minimum for pixels differing only 2mV, Vpx1 = 1.496V ,
Vpx2 = 1.498V , Vpx3 = 1.5V . This is really a worst-case
scenario for the circuit to resolve the extremum. First of all, the
differences between the pixel values are really small. Secondly,
such differences occur at the highest part of the signal range,
what implies that the discharges are faster. This in turn means
that the time interval to transmit the local state to the neighbors
is shorter in order not to latch wrong information. Pixel values
around the lowest part of the signal range are easier to resolve.
In such a case, the non-linearity of the transistor acting as
the current source makes the discharges of close pixels much
more distinguishable when compared to the other extreme of
the range. All in all, we have obtained by simulation that, for
the nominal case, with typical transistor models, the circuit
can resolve differences of 2mV at the highest part of the range
and 300µV at the lowest part. Under mismatch conditions, the
minimum resolved difference is 9mV due to the mismatched
signal paths affecting the timing of the operation. Anyway,
notice that these really small differences, below 1.2% of the
signal range, will be usually masked by the different noise
sources typically existing in sensing-processing arrays, e.g.
fixed pattern noise.
III. SIMULATION OF A 32×32 ARRAY
In order to further evaluate the capability of the circuit to
extract local maxima and minima, we have built a 32×32 array
in HSPICE. A larger array was not possible due to the heavy
memory and computational requirements of the simulations.
Fortunately, since the binary output images only depend on
the immediate neighborhood of each pixel, we could divide a
128×128-px image into 32×32-px subimages. Each subimage
was mapped into the array, on which we incorporate additional
peripheral cells in order to account for the neighbors of the
pixels at the edges. Fig. 3 shows the simulated outcomes
for local maxima and minima indexing over the Lena image
under typical operation conditions. In order to compare the
ideal extractions with the outputs provided by the array, we
have analyzed them pixel by pixel. If a pixel of the ideal
extraction is different to the corresponding pixel of the simu-
lated extraction, either because a false extremum was triggered
or because a extremum was not detected, the error count is
increased by one. Otherwise, a new hit is added up. The
hit percentages for the simulated extractions are really high:
99.31% for the maxima — 109 errors out of 16384 pixels,
1146 maxima correctly detected out of 1243 — and 97.17%
for the minima — 464 errors out of 16384 pixels, 774 minima
correctly detected out of 1238. These percentages remain high
across the design space according to the simulations performed
at the corners of the technology. The worst case is for the ‘SS’
corner, where the maxima hit percentage is 96.26% — 612
Original image
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Simulated maxima extraction Simulated minima extraction
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Fig. 3. Simulation results for a 128×128-px image making use of a 32×32-
px array under typical conditions.
errors out of 16384 pixels, 903 maxima correctly detected out
of 1243. It must be remarked that the ideal extractions consider
the possibility of limit cases in which neighbor maxima or
minima can arise from neighbor pixels featuring the same
highest or lowest value, respectively. The adequate resolution
of such cases by any physical realization is extremely difficult
due to the unavoidable mismatch. In fact, the main reduction
of performance occurs when mismatch variations are taken
into account. We have performed 16 Monte-Carlo simulations
of the array under typical operation conditions making use of
the MOSFET statistical models provided by the manufacturer.
These simulations correspond to the 16 subimages which
make up the 128×128-px original image. The resulting hit
percentage is reduced to 90.81% — 1506 errors out of 16384
pixels, 537 maxima correctly detected out of 1243. A direct
way to improve this figure is by increasing the area of the
transistor driven by the pixel value, which constitutes the
primary source of error. The dimensions will finally depend
on the tradeoff between accuracy and area.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have described a WTA-LTA block intented for ultra-
low-power image processing arrays. In addition to the energy
efficiency, the hardware presented stands out for its ability
to resolve small voltage differences. Its complexity is linear,
requiring only four transistors per additional input. The sim-
ulation results have demonstrated a high performance under
different operation conditions. Future work will be focused
on the design of new blocks which take advantage of the
functionality provided by this WTA-LTA block, e.g. Difference
of Gaussians within the Single Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) framework.
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